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2013 PRSA INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE
SESSION OVERVIEW
Title: Establishing Credibility in a C-suite Conversation
Date/Time: Tuesday, October 29, 2013 – 8am-9:15am
SESSION TARGET AUDIENCE
This session is great for current managers, directors and vice presidents who agree that
conversations with senior executives can be challenging and want to improve their results.
It is also great for future leaders interested in skill building for their next career opportunity.

SESSION DESCRIPTION
Understanding the Executive Perspective: Many PR Managers miss the mark by talking to Csuite executives as if they have the same perspective as middle managers. SW&A brings unique
insight into what top executives value and how they think. Client stories and our research
validate the concepts introduced.
Expectations in an Executive Conversation: While senior-level audiences can be demanding,
they are predictable. The session introduces three core concepts that leaders listen for and
how to deliver on them consistently.
Creating a Compelling Message: The ability to define a clear and compelling message is
essential as part of the executive conversation. Messaging establishes your right to lead the
conversation to a defined takeaway and value for the executive. A group exercise gives
participants a chance to craft a message. A scenario and video example provide context and
validate the impact in a business setting.
Developing a Conversation Framework: Most people begin their conversations with solutions
or recommendations. After all, it’s what they have researched and need buy-in to do. But,
high-level conversations need to include the current state. In this segment we teach people
how to develop a conversation framework in order to lead an executive to a clear
understanding and interest in any recommendations.
Speaker Bio: Sally Williamson, President, Sally Williamson & Associates – Atlanta, GA
Williamson is a leading resource for improving the impact of spoken communication
and executive presence. For nearly thirty years, she has been developing key
messages and coaching leaders to deliver them effectively.
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